Join IAEE

The International Association for Energy Economics is an independent, non-profit, organization for business, government, academic and other professionals applying economics in concert with other disciplines to enhance understanding of all aspects of energy production and use.

4,500 Members

110 Countries Represented

29 International Affiliates

CONFERENCES: International • Asian • Latin American • Africa • European • North American

NETWORKING & CONFERENCES
Job Market/Placement Services
Employment Opportunities
Resume Placement Service
Distinguished Lecturers Series

STUDENTS
Energy Economics Education Database
Student Best Paper Competition
Happy Hours/Mixers
Poster Sessions
Registration Fee Scholarships
Case Competition Programs
Mentoring Program
Summer School Programs

PUBLICATIONS
Energy Journal
Economics of Energy & Environmental Policy
Energy Forum
Membership Directory
Conference Proceedings
Working Paper Series

IAEE
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR ENERGY ECONOMICS
WWW.IAEE.ORG

learn more WWW.IAEE.ORG